1380

Composers: including Brassart ~ Ciconia ~ B. Corier ~ Du Fay ~ Dunstable ~ Grenon ~ Power ~ Solage ~ Zacharias De Teramo
General Characteris>cs and Notes:
• 2 or 3 voices, unalterable cantus ﬁrmus/plainchant melody, isorhythms, improvisa>on in forms composi>on.
•Dunstable was known for his sonorous, chordal wri>ng. English Discant style is en vogue.
•The no>on of a Mass Cycle began in the 14th century, Machaut’s 4‐voice Messe de Nostre Dame (1360) based on isorhythmic chants is ﬁrst we know of (Fallows,
120).
•In the ﬁrst half of the 15th century there are more examples of paired mass movements, i.e. Gloria‐Credo, Sanctus‐Agnus Dei, and other isolated seYngs
(Fallows, 120).
•The Old Hall Manuscript (early 15th c.) provides sources for English music. It includes Masses, single Glorias, Credos, Sanctuses, and Angus Deis, as well as
Motets (Bukofzer, 46).
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Mass Motets: A freely treated cantus ﬁrmus in regards to transposi:on and
melodic elabora:on. The plainsong may wander between voices, a migrant
cantus ﬁrmus (Bukofzer, 46).
Versus Hymn: In strophic form, variable stanzas of text and music with
alternate solo chorus (Bukofzer, 75).
Motet: A composi:on on a liturgical text for church use, generally contrapuntal.
Rondellus: 3‐voice motet framed by an introduc:on using sequences and
canonic imita:on, and a coda drawing from pervious material. The middle
consists of three equally melodic lines.
Faburden: 3‐voice motet where plainchant is in the middle voice, the treble sits
a fourth above, and the faburdener sings a sixth or octave below the plainchant
imagining a ﬁRh above itself, resul:ng in parallel ﬁrst‐inversion triads.
Carol: Originally a monophonic dance song, some:mes 2 or 3 part seVng of a
religious poem in English or La:n. A solo sung verse is followed by a choral
refrain. All stanzas use the same music. An invariable burden leads oﬀ. Typically
strong rhythm, concise verse, accentual meter of lyrics, lil:ng rhythms,
compound :me or triple :me, hemiolas everywhere (Bukofzer, 217).

Ballade Mass: upper voice, which was texted, and two lower
voices which may have been vocalised or performed with
instruments. The poe:c form is typically A–a–B, in which the B is a
shorter, concluding line. Modeled aRer Chanson (Bukofzer, 73).
Fauxbourdon: Con:nental style where the plainchant sits in the
top voice, and a composed bo\om voice sits a sixth or octave
below. The fauxbordener middle voice would follow a fourth
below the top voice.
Lais/Virelais: similar to a rondeau. Each stanza has two rhymes,
the end rhyme recurring as the ﬁrst rhyme of the following stanza.
The overall musical structure is almost invariably ABBA, with the
ﬁrst and last sec:ons having the same lyrics.
Carole: There are 4 types of carols: rounded text and music,
rounded music not paralleled in the text, the reverse of this, and
no rounding either text or music. Rounding is where the text and
music work together in the rhyme (Bukofzer, 217).

Lieder: from
the
Minnesinger
tradi:on of
courtly love
songs, also
including
epic poetry
(Brown,
183)

Caccia Mass: strongly imita:ve
duets or strict canonic connec:on
between up to 3 parts derived
from the trecento style of the
1300’s (Bukofzer, 72).
Can:lena: The Italian Carol
Ballate:It has the musical
structure AbbaA, with the ﬁrst
and last stanzas having the same
text. Usually the b sec:ons have
the same music.

1420

Composers: including Binchois ~ Du Fay ~ Feragut ~ Franchoirs ~ A. Lan>ns ~ H. De Lan>ns ~ Power
General Characteris>cs and Notes:
•Form ﬁxes including the rondeau, virelai, ballade (ars nova) inform secular song wri>ng. They use repe>>ous schemes, long arching melodies, rhythmic
melisma>c extensions driving to the cadence, and hockeYng eﬀects..
•Many songs based on courtly love or unrequited love.
•Text is expressed subtly.
•Masses are ﬁnally being set in their en>rety, uniﬁed by either 1) the same mo>ve in one or more voices recurring at the beginning of each movement (usually
in paired movements added to other pairsDu Fay in 1425 and Lan>n), or 2) employing a borrowed cantus ﬁrmus in the tenor that underlies all movements
Dunstable (Bukofzer, 227). English composers who used the same chant in the tenor through all movement had the greatest inﬂuence on cyclic masses
(Fallows, 120).
•Du Fay oden gives the Superius the greatest melodic interest. The Contratenor and tenor cross each other a ﬁdh below, and the Bassus sits a ﬁdh below the
middle voices.
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Cyclic Mass: Clefs and signatures agree throughout
the Mass. United by a common head mo:f (cantus
ﬁrmus). The Kyrie, Gloria, and Credo are generally
grouped, as are the Sanctus and Angus Dei. The
English were the ﬁrst to unify all movements on the
same cantus ﬁrmus. The lowest voice func:ons as a
harmonic founda:on, and was the beginnings of 4
part voice seVngs.
Motet: At this :me, based on the Ars Nova forms, a
large‐scale isorhytmic piece using a preexistent cantus
ﬁrmus in the tenor. It was generally polyphonic and
used for royal aﬀairs and ceremonies, and outside of
the Mass Ordinary.
Carol: S:ll composed during this :me.
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Treble Motet: Also known as the Burgundian motet, wri\en in chanson style and used for all
occasions. The treble dominates the 3‐part texture.
Chanson: Ini:ally categorized as a French secular song
Burgundian Chanson: Usually a love poem in rondeau ABaAabAB form. The en:re refrain (A/
B) is followed by shortened strophes, a refrain, shortened strophes, and then a ﬁnal refrain.
Ars Nova Ballade: One of the ﬁxed forms with the longest roots. AAB structure common of
the troubadour genera:on, some:mes using an AArBr (rhyme) structure (Fallows, 123).
Ars Nova Rondeau: One of the ﬁxed forms, which dominated the French song by the 15th
century. In ABaAabAB form. A and B are the two halves of the music, a and b have he same
music but diﬀerent text (Fallows, 123).
Ars Nova Virelais: One of the ﬁxed forms, though looser. The song begins and ends with a
refrain that can also come between the stanzas, usually AbbaBbbaA (Fallows, 123). (Big Arso
Novacomposers: Dufay, Okeghem, Binchois, Haynes)

Lauda: a vernacular sacred song akin to the music
of troubadours.
Can:lena Motet: A small scale, in:mate motet
that may or may not have used a preexistent
cantus ﬁrmus. Usually it has a single text for all
voices. Generally it has more lyricism and
expressiveness and is used for devo:onal
purposes.
Ballata: A precursor to the fro\ola, like the
French virelais but freer in form (Bukofzer, 190).
Usually AbbaA.
Strambo\o: Like the Ballata, but based on a
poe:c rhyme scheme usually ABABCCDD.

1450’s

Composers: including Beyngham ~ Busnoys ~ Caron ~ Cornago ~ Domarto ~ Faugues ~ Frye ~ Guglielmo Ebreo ~ Hayne Van Ghizeghem ~ Mar>ni ~ Morton ~
Ockeghem ~ Paumann ~ Ramos de Pareja ~ Regis ~ Seraﬁno Dall’Aquila ~ Tinctoris ~ Touront ~ Vincenet
Characteris>cs and Notes:
• Composers begin to write their own cantus ﬁrmus melodies and stray from the prescribed scaﬀolding.
• Masses based on secular chansons outnumber ones based on plainchant.
• Composers are drawing on en>re polyphonic outlines rather than just the tenor voice.
• Canons: the composer writes on voice and gives instruc>ons to the second singer about when to start. They also use retrograde, and inversion canons.
•Mensura>on canons move at diﬀerent rates.
•Na>onal styles start to emerge
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Ballade: French inspired, AAB
Early Anthem: Based oﬀ of the
Fr. Chanson
Pavane: A slow, duple‐meter
dance with homophonic or
contrapuntal accompaniment.
Galliard: An athle:c, triple‐
meter dance form with
accompaniment, popular with
Elizabeth I.

Bergere\e: A newer ﬁxed form, AbbaA. There is a
full refrain, a two line rhymed sec:on, then a third
closely related sec:on on a new rhyme. The
refrain is on a new strophe, followed by the
original full refrain.
Chanson Musicale: Also known as the Combina:ve
chanson. A popular and a courtly melody occur
between the superious and tenor voice.
Chanson Rus:que: An adapted popular song in
aba form sung as a solo, dance, or polyphonic
seVng. More popular than the Chanson Musicale.

Mass Types: Flemish composers began
experimen:ng with the Cantus Fimus/Tenor Mass,
the Canonic Mass, Imita:ve Mass, Paraphrase
Mass, and early Parody Mass. The Parody Mass
borrowed not just a melody but sec:ons of the
model’s polyphonic web (Fallows, 121).
5‐Voice Tenor Motet: The ﬁrst part is in triple
meter, the second in duple. Plainsong in the tenor
voice, which is the last voice to enter aRer duets
and trios in the other voices. Each voice slowly
joins in.

Tenorlied: The sung line was not
the top of the texture, but within
it. Composers borrowed material
from the folk realm. Two other
voice parts move around the main
voice, generally in aab (Stollen,
Stollen, Abgesang) from.

Cancion: Similar to
the French virelai,
generally in abba
form.

1470’s

Composers: including Agricola ~ Brumel ~ Cara ~ Compere ~ Coppini ~ Dalza ~ Encina ~ Escobar ~ Fevin ~ Finck ~ Ghiselin ~ Hogaimer ~ Isaac ~ Josquin ~ La
Rue ~ Mouton ~ Ninot ~ le Pe>t ~ Obrecht ~ Petrucci ~ Pisano ~ Richafort ~ Schlick ~ Spinacino ~ Tromboncino ~ Weerbeke
General Characteris>cs and Notes:
• Josquin and contemporaries start new techniques.
1. Pervading imita>on determines structure of music, no longer a hierarchical rela>onship between voices.
2. Chordal sonority, greater tonal centers.
3. Masses are based on polyphonic models rather than cantus ﬁrmi,. Many are taken from secular tunes.
4. Enhanced chroma>cism, modal variety, ornaments, extreme contrasts of rhythm and texture.
5. Abandonment of forme ﬁxes for freer repe>>ous schemes.
6. Melismas no longer dominate, but now melodies are >ed to rhythm generated by the text.
7. Expressing word meaning in an easy to hear way
8. Sharper mo>ves.
• Pietro Aron/Aaron (1480‐1550): The previous composi>onal method encouraged composing a tenor and soprano voice as framework and adding the third
and fourth voice parts later. Aaron begins teaching to write all parts simultaneously, to achieve full harmony at points by joining the ﬁdh to third/sixth.
• New consonance tables are made with bass and alto op>ons for any interval between soprano and tenor.
• The Caput Mass was only wrieen by Obrecht, Du Fay, and Ockegham. The only rela>onship they bear is the use of the “caput” melody (Bukofzer, 227).
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Caput Mass: Stemming from the 1440’s,
the cantus ﬁrmus is drawn from the
ﬁnal melisma of the word “caput” from
the Venit ad Petrum chant. It’s in a 4‐
voice texture with the cantus ﬁrmus in
the next to lowest voice. The bass sings
in 4ths and 5ths below the tenor.

Parody Mass: Also known as an Imita:on Mass, it
used melodic palindromes, a wandering hymn
tune, strong mo:ves, no cantus ﬁrmus, and an
essen:ally all new piece built on reshaping
mo:ves taken from preexistent polyphonic
textures. This style was used in Requiem
composi:ons as well.

Missa de Apostolis: An
alterna:on of sec:ons
wri\en in polyphony
with sec:ons using
only plainsong.

MoteV Missales: Cycles of up to 8 motets that take
the place of a speciﬁc part of the La:n Mass.
Fro\ola: Entering in the 1490’s, it is generally a
polyphonic seVng of secular Italian poetry. Usually
there are two long stanzas and two short ones,
crea:ng an Abca form. Poetry is usually melancholy
courtly love.

Villancico: Like the
cancion, abba, but the
ﬁnal b and a sec:ons
share an overlapping
rhyme.

1520’s

Composers: including Arcadelt ~ A\aignant ~ Berchem ~ Browne ~ Buus ~ Cabezon ~ G. Cavazzoni ~ Claudin De Sermisy ~ Clemens Non Papa ~ Cornysh ~ Crcquillon ~ Fayrfax
~ Festa ~ Francesco da Milano ~ A. Gabrielli ~ Gero ~ Gervaise ~ Gombert ~ Goudimel ~ Jacquest of Manuta ~ Janequin ~ Julio Segni ~ Ludford ~ Merbecke ~ Merulo ~ Milan ~
Morales ~ Narvaez ~ Nola ~ Passereau ~ Pellegrini ~ Redford ~ Sachs ~ Senﬂ ~ Sheppard ~ Taverner ~ Tye ~ Verdelot ~ Walter ~ Willaert
General Characteris>cs and Notes:
• Chroma>cs are widely used to express emo>on.
•The text is the basis for many composi>onal decisions.
Alterna>m style: one verse with solo/small group, one with chorus, one with instruments.
•Cori SpezaY emerges.
General interest in Mass composi>on declines (Gangwere, 200).
•Na>onal styles outweigh Franco‐Flemish style.
It was almost impossible to tell whether a piece of Tudor church music with La>n text was intended for
•The Reforma>on encourages vernacular sacred music.
Roman Catholic service or for the Anglican service. English did not become the oﬃcial language un>l
•Imita>on grows thicker and more seamless.
ader 1542. There were no motets in the Tudor period (Gangwere, 307‐308).
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Tudor Mass: The text is in con:nuous
polyphony with full, cadenced voicing;
opulent, melisma:c, some alterna:m. Based
on a cantus ﬁrmus or shared musical
material.
Polyphonic Magniﬁcat: Used alterna:m, and
polyphony for every other verse, the rest in
plainchant. In a ﬂorid style.
Te Deum: A polyphonic seVng
Anglican Mass: Generally imita:ve,
an:phonal, homophonic, rhythmic freedom,
underlying harmonic framework, words
loose signiﬁcance, a chorus contrasted with
solo/small ensemble. Uses bold dissonance,
and thick texture with lyrical melodies.
Faburden: Counterpoint beneath a plainsong.
Discard the original plainsong and use
counterpoint as cantus ﬁrmus.
Hymn: A polyphonic work in alterna:m
where the choir is in polyphony and solo in
plainsong. Tied to a cantus ﬁrmus.
Great Service: For ceremonial occasions,
extremely long,
Vernacular Comp: Included monodic and
homophonic chant.
Anthem: 4 part polyphony with free
imita:on and chordal passages, the English
motet.
Carol: Elaborate polyphony, varied forms,
triple meter with syncopa:on, 3rds and 6ths
used. Verses with diﬀerent music.
(Gangwere, 307‐360)

Fr. Mass: Chordal wri:ng,
declamatory, short and smooth
melody avoiding large leaps.
Fr. Motet: Simple, imita:ve or
canonic 5 voice piece. Melody
taken from psalms, an:phons,
sequences, or 2 part texts. Word
comprehension is important.
Parisian Chanson: 4‐voice, lyrical,
narra:ve, rhythmic, syllabic piece
with much repe::on. Generally in
duple meter, double meanings in
the text, and largely homophonic.
Melody is in the highest voice, has
balanced phrases, a tonal scheme,
discernible sec:ons, and a full
triad at the cadence (popular).
ORen has a humorous text. AABB/
AABC
Provincal Chanson: No duplicate
Tenor part, 3‐part song based on a
4‐8 line Fr. Poem with 8‐10 feet.
Usually a shorter piece,
contrapuntal, and narra:ve.
Neapolitan Mascherata: A
Northern carnival song in triple
:me, syllabically set, and chordal
with parallel ﬁRhs.
Passion: In motet style with much
connec:on between text and
music.
(Gangwere 201‐234, 368‐373).

Fl. Mass: Through
imita:on in Josquin
style with
interlocking musical
phrases.
Missae Parodic:
Uses the en:re
preexistent
polyphonic texture
of a piece instead of
a cantus ﬁrmus, and
has equal voicing.
Fl Motet: Imita:ve
syntac:c style. The
verbal phrases have
musical themes,
uses free imita:on,
and the words are
harder to
comprehend.
Netherlandish
Chanson: 5‐6 parts
with ﬂowing mo:fs,
through composed,
melisma:c,
contrapuntal, and
some:mes canonic.
(Gangewere
206‐237, 362).

C. Eur. Mass: German inﬂuenced
by Flemish style, religiously
ambiguous, and in the vernacular.
C. Eur Motet: Inﬂuenced by
Heinrich Isaac Lied.
Lutheran Mass: A Psalm introit,
Kyrie and Gloria, Alleluia, Lieder
aRer the Gradual, words of
ins:tu:on, and ends with a
congrega:onal song.
DuetscheMass: In the vernacular,
starts with Hymn/Gr. Psalm, Kyrie/
Hymn, Lied, Chat by the priest,
Lied, Gospel recita:on, sing of
aﬃrma:on of faith, Sermon,
Lord’s prayer, oﬃce, consecra:on,
sacrament, Gr. Agnus Dei, and
communion.
polyphonic using 5‐6 voices.
(Gangwere, 251‐261).
Chorale Motet: A polyphonic piece
centered around tradi:onal
melodies with personal
interpreta:ons and ext pain:ng.
Plainsong Mass: Inﬂuenced by the
Gr. Lied.
German Lied: A simple note‐
against‐note to 3‐6 part imita:on,
syllabic seVng with verbal
stresses and ornamenta:on.
(Gangwere, 449).

Catholic Mass: Conserva:ve old style. Newer styles were modeled aRer
motets using imita:on, tonal schemes, texted parts, music matching
words, conceived vocally, and oRen homophonic with points of
imita:on.
Catholic Motet: Also mainly conserva:ve old style.
Sogge\o Mass: The melody is used as a canonic basis.
Vene:an Mass: More secular, uses cori spezzaV (1470 was earliest). Each
choir sings a self‐contained verse. Willaert had them closely interact
where the verses ran into each other and they would both sing at the
end. Forces are not always equal.
Floren:ne Mass: Conserva:ve style, smooth.
(Gangwere, 213‐249).
Fro\ola: A 4‐part strophic song set syllabically and homophonically with
melody in the upper voice. Uses marked rhythmic pa\erns and simple
diatonic harmonies.
Vilanella: 3‐voiced chordal piece, homophonic, top voice has melody,
oriented towards cadences, free melody, simple rhythms, strophic, and
dance‐like. Usually a lovers lament. Deliberate parallel ﬁRhs.
Villo\a: 4‐voiced popular tune sung in the tenor. Usually chordal with
points of imita:on, dance‐like, and has contras:ng duple and triple
meter sec:ons.
1530 Madrigal: Concerted and solo polyphonic music with diﬀerent
music for each strophe. Uses 3‐5 voices, through composed, music
expresses text, many cross rhythms and syncopa:ons.
1540 Madrigal: It became more serious, like a motet. Used chordal
wri:ng, overlapping phrases, frequent imita:on, and all voices were
melodically and textually conceived. ORen had 5 voices, with much word
pain:ng, syncopa:on. Generally long poems.
Canzone: The midway point between a fro\ola and a madrigal. It has a
chordal texture with the melody in the tenor. It is usually homophonic,
declamatory, and has simple repe::on with the same melody for
diﬀerent texts. In a free form. (Gangwere, 393‐428).

Sp. Mass: Simple,
austere, with
extreme changes of
mood.
Sp. Motet: Wri\en
in Flemish style,
but simpler.
(Gangwere,
216,252).
Villancico: Like a
Fro\ola, strophic
with a refrain. In
aBccaB form. The
melody is in the
top voice. It was
probably sung as a
solo with
accompaniment.

1550’s

Composers: including Bull ~ Byrd ~ Casulana ~ Dowland ~ Farnaby ~ Gerabosco ~ G. Gabrielli ~ Galilei ~ Gesualdo ~ Glarean ~ Kerle ~ Lassus ~ Le Jeune ~ Luzzaschi ~
Marenzio ~ Moteverdi ~ Morely ~ Mundy ~ Palestrina ~ Rore ~ Ruﬀo ~ Tallis ~ Vecchi ~ Vincen>no ~ Victoria ~ Weelkes ~ Wert ~ Wilbye ~ Zarlino
General Characteris:c and Notes:
•Increasing chroma>csim and use of just‐intona>on.
• Music should serve the text
Council of Trent, “no>ng profane should be intermingled, calculated singing, words comprehensible, avoid secularism” (Haar, 141)
•La>n/English music in England. Thought to be La>n with Catholic Monarchs and English with Protestant ones.
•Palestrina style: no augmented or diminished intervals, no leaps of the seventh, major sixth, or greater than an octave, minor sixths only in ascension, slightly steeper
ascents and leisurely descents, short dissonances preceded by a consonance, an>cipa>ons only appear in descending mo>on. This was a conserva>ve style.
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Psalmody: Congrega:onal singing
that developed during Elizabeth I.
It is a metrical psalm.
Vo:ve An:phon: An alterna:on
of ornate passages for reduced
choir with simple passages for full
choir using a cantus ﬁrmus base.
(Haar, 308, 420).
Anthem: An Anglican motet.
Usually a cappella in ABB form,
contrapuntal. The verse anthem
had one or more solos with organ
and alterna:ng choral passages.
Madrigal: Inﬂuenced by
Petrarchian poetry, began in
about 1590. Generally lots of
word pain:ng, drama:c
contrasts, sudden chroma:cism,
lyrical and pastoral melodies. This
was purely a musical genre.
Canzonet: A light‐weight Madrigal
usually in aabb form.
Balle\: An even lighter madrigal
with fa la la refrain, also in aabb
form.
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Rondeau: The 4‐6 line refrain was
cut to a half line, the rondeau
hemis:che (Haar, 196).
Parisian Chanson: The web of
marriages among ruling families
throughout Europe transmi\ed
the chanson before the advent of
the Madrigal such that it became
a pan‐European secular song
(Haar, 194). Usually had a lean,
light 4‐voice homophonic, syllabic
texture. They became superious‐
oreinted, with an easily
understood text.
Ode: A strophic song like the
chanson but with a serious tone
that distanced it from the
“vulgaire” (a poe:c war between
old and young genera:ons) (Haar,
206).
Air: The style that overtook the
Chanson, a lighter, popular song
for 1‐4 voices. Usually a stock
melody that new texts could be
set too, ornamental, conserva:ve
in harmony (Haar, 216‐217).5

Germany/
C. Europe

Parody Mass: The
Parody Mass style
transmi\ed from the
Low Countries to
Italy and Catholic
Germany. Takes a
preexistent
polyphonic texture
as the basis for
composi:on (Haar,
105).
*Franco‐Flemish
style starts to
splinter (Haar, 105).
Northern Chanson: A
contrapuntal, many‐
voiced chanson.
Lied: Also
polyphonic, Dutch
texted song for 4 and
5 voices (Haar, 265).
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Chorale: Melodies set in
the vernacular from La:n
transla:ons, some:mes
newly composed. In SSA
(Stollen‐Stollen‐Abgesang)
form. By 1560 it was set
can:onally with melody in
the superious, usually in 4
parts (Haar, 421).
Lutheran Motet:
Developed by 1600, based
on Lutheran chorales.
Hymn: a congrega:onal
song developed during the
Reforma:on based on
German Lied.
Lied: Become similar to
the Madrigal, some:mes
polyphonic, preexistent
melody in the Tenor,
varying to note‐against‐
note and duets in discant
style (Haar, 270).

1600

Reformed Mass: Much like the Fr. Mass from the ﬁrst
half of the 16th century. There was an emphasis on
homophonic wri:ng mixed with simple polyphony.
Now Italians begin to dominate Mass wri:ng (Fallows,
121‐122).
Motet: No texture predominates, and there is an
alterna:on of polyphony and homophony. Now up to
6 voices.
Lauda: A small‐scale non‐liturgical piece for
devo:onal purposes, perhaps a simple psalm seVng.
Madrigal types: The Madrigal was nonexistent in 1500
but by the second third of the 16th c. it spread from
Italy to all of Europe. Inﬂuenced by Petrarchan poetry.
There was a high rela:onship between music and text
with much word pain:ng and chroma:cism.. Usually
in ABA form with up to six voices..Madrigale arioso
appears in the 1550’s, which emphasized freely
speech‐like declamatory rhythm in chordal texture.
Spiritual Madrigals appear in 1560’s. In the 1580’s,
styles mixed with dance‐song rhythms. The Madrigal
comedy had many pieces strung around a plot. This
was one a popular literary development through the
Madrigal genre. The last period was with Monteverdi
where the con:nuo was added. (Haar, 225‐242)
Balle\o: A light Madrigal with fa la la between
couplets.
Canzone\a: Homohponic love poetry with slight
imita:on. It was bouncy and in a repe::ous aabb
form.

Sacred

Secular

Mass

Romance

Motet

Villancico

Fabordone

Madrigale

Sp. Mass: Used preexistent
material from Franco‐Flemish
models. Usually imita:ve, have a
cantus ﬁrmus.
Motet: They appear in liturgical
cycles and illustrate the ideas and
states of emo:on.
Fabordone: Improvised
polyphony over a plainsong
melody.
Romance: A strophic ballad laid
out in quatrains of octosyllabic
poetry, narra:ve. They used
regional histories as text
inspira:on.
Villancico: A song with a refrain,
strophic in ABBA form.
Madrigal: Appeared in the last
third of the 16th century, a part‐
song in petrarchan meter. Had
polyphony, but restrained
compared to the Italian
counterpart. Madrigales and
Romances take over the Villancico
(Haar, 449).

Intended Applica>on
The preceding charts are meant to be used as detailed resource for students, teachers, conductors, and scholars. Some poten>al applica>ons are as follows:
1. Visual connec>ons
a. Large arrows denote poli>cal/cultural inﬂuence from one place to another during speciﬁc years.
b. Smaller arrows denote either the inﬂuence of a par>cular genre/technique, or development of a genre throughout a region.
c. The quick‐notes oﬀer succinct informa>on visually connected to the above‐men>oned genres and regions.
2. Programming, ﬁnding Repertoire (genre, composer, language, style, etc.)
a. Introductory notes oﬀer a list of major composers from the >me period(s) in ques>on as well as notes concerning important trends, developments in
technique and style, as well as other per>nent informa>on.
b. Genre boxes would help denote available forms from speciﬁc regions as well as other regions that shared the use of that form, or inﬂuences from it. Ex 1. A
conductor wishing to program a concert of music from the Bri>sh Isles would have informa>on on genre types and composers from the pre‐Purcell or
even pre‐Byrd era. Ex 2. A program that emphasizes the development of the Mass could begin with Machaut’s Misses de Nostre Dame (France) or even
Mass movements from the Old Hall Manuscript (England), con>nue with a Mass by Ockegham (Flemish), then an an>phonal piece from Venice by Willaert
(Flemish/It.), a German mass from Walter, or English by Bull, and then ﬁnish with Palestrina or Monteverdi (It.). This way the program is interna>onally
representa>ve, organized historically, and can be constructed with many linked concepts and direc>ons.
3. Iden>ﬁca>on and Resource
a. Quick‐notes oﬀer deﬁni>ons and summaries of genres and style. Informa>on is heavily cited to refer to the ‘works cited’ por>on of the document for those
looking for further informa>on.
b. Informa>on is organized, visually, chronologically, prosaically, and succinctly for ease of use for a variety of learners/users.
Cau>onary Notes:
1. Con>nua>on of genres throughout >me are not represented due to space constric>ons. This means that a par>cular genre may have, and probably did con>nue
from genera>on to genera>on. I have only denoted the forma>on and introduc>on of new styles and genres. Major discon>nua>ons are men>oned in the
introductory notes, speciﬁcally the fading of formes ﬁxes, or the changing importance of cantus ﬁrmus vs. secular inﬂuence.
2. Exact applica>on of inﬂuence, alerts reader to go further. This guide is meant to be a well constructed primer and is in no way exhaus>ve of the informa>on
pertaining to any given subject. Hopefully the visual component will help guide users in their research for further informa>on, or provide a star>ng point for other
projects in this area.
3. Connec>on of composer to pieces, countries, genres. Another version of this work could link a speciﬁc composer to his/her country and idiom, perhaps even oﬀering
a short list of quality repertoire with annota>ons about what historical/composi>onal elements are at play.
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